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the Enlightenment belief in progress. These paintings, however, also

demonstrate the new ideals of speed and elegance, not to mention

confidence and modernity as the  outward expression of British so-

ciety’s success and the high self-esteem in which it held itself during

the period in which England, with its new ideal of art true to nature,

was soon to set the tone across Europe.

Equally exceptional is the foundation of Stubbs’s art in em-

piricism, which was more pronounced in England than in any other

European country at this time. Pictures were created that were

rooted in the observation of nature; the process of cognition was

guided by vision. In order to gain experience in these areas Stubbs

went further than almost any other artist before or after him. The

Anatomy of the Horse is based on drawings and studies which Stubbs

produced through close contact with its animal subjects. The idea

that he himself dispatched with, dissected and drew animals at a

farmstead somewhere out in the far-flung provinces perhaps seems

quite nightmarish to today’s beholder. His way of going about

things, however, reveals the categorical desire to get to the truth and

to subject everything to the piercing gaze that is characteristic of his

artistic approach. Whether the etchings illustrating his treatise or his

portraits of horses and other animals, his artistic qualifications are

clear in his rendering of this knowledge in carefully composed,

highly aesthetic images. Empiricism and aesthetics are rarely found

to be as closely united in the history of European art as they are in

the work of George Stubbs. 

The articles in this catalogue highlight these interrelationships

from different perspectives. Martin Myrone sums up the unusual ca-

reer of this largely successful, but later forgotten artist, positioning

him against the background of the English art market which was es-

pecially vital from around  onwards. Werner Busch outlines the

two poles—truth to nature and claims to art—between which Stubbs

sought to pitch his oeuvre. Oliver Kase vividly describes the special

position occupied by his treatise on equine anatomy—a work aes-

thetically rooted in the most merciless empiricism—among early

modern publications of this kind. Tim Clayton turns his attention

K l a u s  S c h r e n k

Exhibiting the works of a painter like George Stubbs in Germany

may perhaps seem like an extravagant indulgence. His name is

hardly one of those which draw huge crowds or inspire high levels

of public interest in this country. Lovers of art and animals know

him as the creator of extraordinary equine portraits, yet that this

man numbered among one of the most exceptional artists of his age

has still to be discovered in Germany. This exhibition with its ac-

companying catalogue gives a German audience the opportunity to

do just this.

The Neue Pinakothek is home to one of the most important

collections of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century British paintings

in continental Europe. The collection was initiated around 

when the first paintings arrived in Munich from the British Isles.

One of these was George Stubbs’s Spanish Pointer, perhaps the first

painting by this artist ever to leave the island’s shores. To this day

this portrait of a dog remains one of very few works by him on the

continent and the only one in a German museum. It was only in

around  and then in the s and s that the inventory of

British painting in Munich was considerably expanded. Today the

key artists of the epoch—from Hogarth to Reynolds, from Gainsbor-

ough to Lawrence, and from Constable to Turner—are represented

in the form of major pieces. Created over a period of some 2

years, this historic collection provides a foil against which the works

by the outsider Stubbs can be unfolded.   

Pictures by George Stubbs are testimony to a specifically

British way of life. Horses and hounds—the subjects of the so-called

sporting art—mirror the interests and ethos of the eighteenth-century

British nobility. This group cultivated and honed the idea of living

in harmony with nature on their country seats as an alternative to

urban civilization. Animals played an important role in this, not

least horses, the breeding and keeping of which was at the same

time a passion, a science and a pastime. The English Thoroughbred,

as captured by Stubbs in masterly portraits of its most important

specimens, stands for both the new commercial world of sport and

pleasure and the evolutionary advancement of nature according to

FOREWORD
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to prints, an important facet of Stubbs’s work, and discusses both

reproductive prints after his paintings and the etchings from his

own hand  which belong to the most beautiful works produced in

this field in eighteenth-century England. Francis Russell illuminates

the tight network of contacts and personal relationships woven by

the patrons of this artist. Brian Allen reports on the vicissitudes of

Stubbs’s reputation, which was subject to greater oscillations than

that of any other British artist of his calibre. And finally Herbert

Rott looks at the links between Germany and England in the late

eighteenth century, when the first collections of British art were

formed. All authors are thanked for their contributions which intro-

duce this artist to a German audience for the first time. 

This publication was inspired by the exhibition of George

Stubbs’s drawings, prints and paintings in the Neue Pinakothek. We

are grateful to the lenders for their willingness to relinquish these

precious works to us temporarily. The great museums and collec-

tions in Britain—the Royal Collection, the National Gallery, the

British Museum, the Tate in London and the National Gallery of

Scotland—were open-minded and co-operative from the moment

they heard of our intentions. In lending their wonderful Cheetah and

Stag, the Manchester Art Gallery is also sharing one of the institu-

tion’s most important works with Munich. Furthermore, we are

 indebted to the helpfulness of the Royal Academy in London

which, in lending us a selection of the anatomical drawings by

Stubbs in their possession, allows us to illustrate the empirical basis

and scientific components of the artist’s work. We are also beholden

to the important collections of natural history in Glasgow and

 London founded by the brothers William and John Hunter, for

whom Stubbs painted exotic animals. Borrowed from collections in

 Aschaffenburg, Coburg and Nuremberg, reproductive prints made

after Stubbs’s paintings document the contemporary collecting of

English prints in Germany.

Many of Stubbs’s most beautiful, not to mention most impor-

tant, paintings can still be found in private hands, owned by the de-

scendants of those collectors and patrons who bought the paintings

from Stubbs himself more than two centuries ago. It was crucial to

the success of this venture that pictures like those painted for Lord

Rockingham and the Duke of Rutland could be borrowed. Our par-

ticular thanks go to Lady Juliet Tadgell for her helpful support and

also to the owners of the immensely valuable and rarely—or indeed

never—exhibited paintings which have made the journey from

Belvoir Castle in Leicestershire, Grimsthorpe Castle in Lincolnshire,

Mount Stuart in Scotland, Bodrhyddan Hall in North Wales and

Squerryes Court in Kent. Finally, the fact that we are able to show

major works from the collection of the man whose name is so

closely connected with the re-discovery and re-evaluation of George

Stubbs in the twentieth century, Paul Mellon, is a particular pleas-

ure. His works come to us from their home at the Yale Center for

British Art in New Haven, Connecticut.

Mere good will and resolve here in Munich would never have

been enough to bring this exhibition into being. The backing of our

British colleagues, who were always forthcoming with both words

and deeds, was essential. Judy Egerton, the authority on Stubbs’s

work and author of a truly laudable catalogue raisonné, lent her

 enthusiastic and affectionate support from the start. Though she

and we both would have wished it otherwise, her health sadly pre-

vented her from being able to contribute to the catalogue and exhi-

bition. In not only giving her encouragement but also volunteering

her  advice she has nevertheless been of tremendous assistance.

Equally important was Francis Russell, who contacted lenders,

opened  doors and was always a ready advisor and respondent.

Nicholas  Penny  offered his indispensable help; and David Moore-

Gwyn and  Emmeline Hallmark likewise assisted in the mediation of

the loans. We thank each and every one of these colleagues whole-

heartedly. Special thanks, however, must go to Sir Ronald Grierson

for his support in preparing the exhibition.

As the initiator and curator responsible for this exhibition

Herbert Rott used his considerable powers of persuasion and

pressed ahead with this project, becoming the first to draw George

Stubbs’s works together and present them in a German museum.

Only very few major examples of eighteenth- and nineteenth -

century British art can be found in museums and galleries in Ger-

many and with this exhibition of the work of George Stubbs we

would like to focus on one of the most important English artists of

the s. Thanks to the generous support of the lenders Herbert

Rott was able to transform an excellent concept into an exceptional

exhibition. My great thanks are due to him and he has my heartfelt

appreciation for his intensive work in the months leading up to  

this and his unfailing commitment to making this ambition a real-

ity. He was supported by one young colleague in particular, Sophie

Goldhagen, who contributed inestimably to the preparations for

both the exhibition and catalogue.

This catalogue became the beautiful object it is thanks to

 Prestel, in particular the inexhaustible and precise Anja Besserer. It

was the idea of the publishing house, an idea for which we are very

grateful, that an English catalogue should be produced parallel   to

the German publication. Here Rachel King is to be thanked for her

valuable input in respect of the English translations. We would like

to note our gratitude to the Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in

British Art for having made a grant to help with the cost of the

 images. 
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Stubbs is one of a small handful of eighteenth-century British artists

whose name may be readily recognized beyond the English-speak-

ing world. Along with the works of William Hogarth (‒),

Joshua Reynolds (‒) and Thomas Gainsborough (‒

), and perhaps George Romney (‒) and Joseph Wright

of Derby (‒), the most famous of Stubbs’s paintings have

attained the status of being “iconic”. The sale in July  of one of

his most elaborate and accomplished exercises in horse painting,

Gimcrack on Newmarket Heath, for a record price of over £ million,

has confirmed his stature at least among wealthy collectors. Such

pictures have been reproduced and discussed not only as represen-

tative of the output and outlook of this individual artist, but as po-

tent visualizations of the values of the era which produced them.

Whereas Hogarth’s robust portrait images of his contemporaries

and his subject pictures seem to reveal vividly the social life of early-

eighteenth century London, the glamorous portraits of Reynolds,

Gainsborough and Romney are taken to embody high society’s flat-

tering image of itself. On the other hand, Gainsborough’s pictures

of peasants in a luminous English countryside offer an alternative

view of Britain, as a place of rural abundance and overwhelming

natural beauty. Stubbs’s images have traditionally been cast simi-

larly, as offering an insight into the more exclusive world of horse-

racing. His pristine vision of racing horses, their handlers and

jockeys, and other fine beasts including cattle and exotics, are often

considered as exemplary of the main passions of the British social

élite: dogs, horses and rural sports. 

As with any artist who has entered the canon of “great mas-

ters”, George Stubbs has attracted sustained scholarly scrutiny and

critical attention from a number of perspectives. The conclusions

which have been drawn about his work have been various and

sometimes contradictory. Stubbs has, certainly, long been held in

esteem as the finest sporting artist of the eighteenth century, and in-

deed of all time. But that reputation for supremacy in a distinct

genre of art has also been married to an appreciation of the painter

in somewhat different terms: as a clear-sighted documenter of the

natural world. As Werner Busch discusses in his essay in this cata-

logue, the very baldness and clarity of Stubbs’s treatment of natural

forms may seem to lead to an approach towards art which eschews

aesthetic concerns. Together with Joseph Wright of Derby, Stubbs

has been positioned as a leading proponent in the visual arts of the

great project of Enlightenment—eighteenth-century Europe’s drive

towards secular reason, empiricism and political freedom. Wright’s

most famous images of industry and science seem to point towards

a fresh and novel apprehension of the reality of the modern age,

and suggest an excitement about the future. Stubbs’s great anatom-

ical projects and paintings like Whistlejacket seem similarly to engage

with a new way of looking at the world and offer a vision of nature

both precise and monumental. 

Both versions of Stubbs’s art—the one emphasizing his ability

to convey an enticing vision of British nature and the sporting scene

which flattered his patrons, the other proposing that his was an

heroically single-minded intellect unencumbered by tradition—have

much to recommend them. But both can also be tested out some-

what. The idea of Enlightenment has been made more complicated

through recent scholarship: what was a monolithic movement 

towards modern rationalism has now been accounted for as a 

complex and multi-faceted phenomenon, taking in many local vari-

ations around Europe. There are Scottish and English enlighten-

ments as well as French enlightenments, each of which has a quite

distinct character; there is no single model. Also, historians query

how far any kind of Enlightenment was about rationalism in a sim-

ply positive sense; was there a dark underbelly of this progress to-

wards science and reason? And as for Stubbs as representative of a

mythically cohesive British identity, those very motifs which per-

M a r t i n  M y r o n e
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haps once seemed to represent a lost golden age of peace and calm

and simple pleasures have become controversial to a degree previ-

ously unknown. Blood sports and property rights in the countryside

are hot political topics.

Faced with these contradictory features within Stubbs’s art,

there has been a tendency to emphasize the artist’s singularity, and

to refer to his personality as the guiding factor in his art. Judy

Egerton, the leading authority on Stubbs’s art, the author of the

masterful catalogue raisonné, and a scholar whose name is, quite nat-

urally, evoked repeatedly in this present publication, has concluded

that the painter’s greatest quality lay in “having followed his own

bent, unswayed by the prevailing grand manner or by sensation -

alism, remaining faithful to his preferred subject-matter despite

awareness that it was deemed to occupy only a lowly place in the

 academic hierarchy; and, in pursuing his own projects, unconcerned

with making money.”1 This insight helps us appreciate something of

the specificity of Stubbs’s career, in strictly biographical terms.

However, as the essays gathered here testify, Stubbs’s art cannot be

detached from the political culture and artistic and intellectual pre-

occupations of his age. 

H U M B L E  B E G I N N I N G S

The artist’s father, John Stubbs, was a Liverpool leatherworker.

Apart from a short time, perhaps only weeks, when he worked with

the provincial artist Hamlet Winstanley copying pictures at

Knowsley Hall near Liverpool in , Stubbs was self-trained. This

brief period with Winstanley exposed him to a rather undistin-

guished quarter of the art market: Winstanley was a provincial por-

trait painter who also acted as an artistic odd-job man for the th

Earl of Derby at Knowsley House. Although biographical accounts

abound with stories of his early heroic interest in art, Stubbs’s early

years would suggest that he was destined to join Winstanley among

the ranks of now-forgotten provincial artists. We know that, having

split perhaps acrimoniously from Winstanley, he spent a few years

at home, drawing and studying anatomy. His intention, according

to Humphry’s Memoir, was “to qualify himself for painting Rural,

Pastoral & familiar subjects in History as well as Portraiture.”2 It was,

though, the art of portraiture that was to occupy him. He spent pe-

riods in Wigan and Leeds and then went to York, where he stayed

for a number of years. There he studied anatomy at the hospital,

and with a swiftness that we today might find alarming, became an

anatomy teacher. He was still only in his early twenties by this

point. However, he was commissioned to design the illustrations for

a new book by the man-midwife Dr John Burton, who had worked

at York Hospital. The illustrations for Burton’s An Essay Towards a

Complete New System of Midwifery, Theoretical and Practical published

in  are technically crude (see p. , fig. ). Stubbs had not been

trained in printmaking; having picked up the basics of etching from

a house painter at Leeds, he nonetheless lacked the proper tools for

the task. Instead of a professional etching tool, he reputedly used a

domestic sewing needle stuck into the handle of a skewer. With this

makeshift tool he scratched away at wax-coated metal plates, so that

when they were plunged into acid the lines he had drawn would be

etched into their surface. To strengthen the design, he engraved 

directly into the plate, now using sharp tools borrowed from a local

clockmaker. 

These are the earliest dated works by Stubbs; the point to

highlight here is that while they show an artist engaging very 

directly in contemporary scientific enquiry, they remind us also of

the dark, even gruesome, side of eighteenth-century science; and

also the controversial and commercial aspects of scientific publica-

tion. The growth of male midwives has been seen as an attempt to

assert a professional, paid, male presence in the field of human re-

production, previously an exclusively female arena. If they were not

now associated with the name of Stubbs, the small and technically

awkward plates for Burton’s Essay would certainly be more readily

and accurately dismissed as hasty products of the highly commer-

cialized (and potentially exploitative) world of eighteenth-century

medicine, rather than as the penetrating insights into natural form

which they are now occasionally described as being. 

In  or , Stubbs moved again, this time to Hull, “always

practising Portrait Painting and dissection.”3 Then, in , Stubbs

went briefly to Italy. A period in Italy was emerging as crucial for the

more ambitious kinds of artists, both for the art training which

could be acquired there and perhaps still more importantly for the

chance to network among the aristocratic Grand Tourists who 

frequented Italy, and particularly Rome. There were, at this time, 

examples of the transformative effect an Italian trip had had on an

artist’s career, most spectacularly with the case of Reynolds. The 

latter left England in  as a promising young portrait painter

with mainly provincial connections, but returned from Italy in 

with an influential network of artists and patrons, and his mind full

of new ideas which helped set the tone for British art for the next

thirty years. Stubbs was part of a generation of British artists which

included, besides Reynolds, the sculptor Joseph Wilton, the archi-

tect William Chambers and the landscape painter Richard Wilson,
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who all went to Italy around this time and who went on to play

leading roles in the rapidly developing British art world. But

whereas these other men focused their ambitions on the new Royal

Academy of Arts, eventually founded in London in , Stubbs

long kept his distance from that élitist institution, associating him-

self instead with the more democratic Society of Artists until as late

as . 

The Royal Academy and the artists associated with it pro-

moted an idealistic version of art, one rooted in antique values and

the visual and theoretical traditions of seventeenth-century French

and Italian art. The experience of travelling to Italy and copying the

exemplars of art was meant to be the foundation for the high-

minded elevation of the aspiring artist. But Stubbs’s first biographer

makes a point of stating that “whilst he resided in Rome he [n]ever

Copied one picture or even design’d one subject for an Historical

Composition; nor did he make one drawing or model from the an-

tique”.4 Successive commentators have concluded that this simply

could not have been the case, and that he must have studied classi-

cal sculpture with some attention. The treatment of the “Horse and

Lion” theme, which Stubbs addressed from  through a series of

paintings, prints and in Wedgwood pottery, undoubtedly refers in

some fashion to the near life-size antique group of the Lion and

Horse which was on view at the Palazzo dei Conservatori when he

was in Rome, although this group was also popular as a reproduc-

tion among Grand Tourists and Stubbs could easily have come

across a version of it back in England. But if that is a matter of

rather technical art-historical dispute, it is more certain that Stubbs’s

travels did not transform his fortunes. As Francis Russell points out,

he did not appear to make contact with his future patrons Lord Bol-

ingbroke and the rd Duke of Grafton at that time, although they

were on their Grand Tours. Their patronage only occurred a few

years later. Instead, Stubbs spent the period after his time in Italy

(‒) back in Liverpool, without making any significant ad-

vances in his career.

In , however, when his prospects were really looking no

better than they had been a decade before, he began the project that

was to transform his reputation. Accompanied by Mary Spencer, his

life-long companion, partner in art, and mother of his children,

Stubbs retired to a barn in Lincolnshire. There, over a period of

eighteen months, he dissected a succession of horses, working on

each animal corpse for weeks, making detailed drawings and notes

that would form the basis for a publication on the anatomy of the

horse. He devised an elaborate system for preserving and suspend-

ing each body, which he described in some detail to Humphry:

The first subject that he procured, was a horse that was bled to

death by the jugular vein; after which the arteries & veins were

injected. —A Bar of Iron was then suspended from the ceiling

of the room by a Teagle to which Iron Hooks of various sizes

& lengths were fixed. —Under this bar a plank was swung about

18 inches wide for the horses feet to rest upon and the animal

was suspended to the Iron Bar by the above mentioned Hooks

which were fastened into the opposite off side of the horse to

that which was intended to be designed; by passing the Hooks

thro’ the Ribs & fastening them under the Back bone and by

these means the Horse was fixed in the altitude to which these

points represent & continued hanging in the posture six or

seven lengths or as long as they were fit for use.5

With the horse suspended in position, Stubbs would proceed

by “stripping off the skin & cleaning & preparing as much of the

subject as he concluded would employ a whole day to prepare, de-

sign, & describe”. Working through layers of muscles and discarding

internal organs until he came to the bone, he would move around

the body section by section until the whole animal was reduced to

a skeleton. He would then proceed onto a new subject. Over the

eighteen months Stubbs must have produced numerous drawings,

perhaps hundreds: forty-two survive (cat. nos. –).

This was a truly original project, as Werner Busch and Oliver

Kase discuss in more detail in this catalogue. The only real equiva-

lent was Carlo Ruini’s horse anatomy of  which was illustrated

with relatively schematic woodcut prints. This had been frequently

plagiarized and hardly rivalled by the numerous veterinarian tracts

of a more modest nature produced in the eighteenth century. With

his Anatomy of the Horse Stubbs introduced into animal anatomy an

intensive technical care found only in human anatomy. As well as

original, this was, in truth, a rather bizarre and certainly a rather

dangerous undertaking. In an era before effective disinfectants,

anatomists often fell prey to diseases which could prove fatal. But

he hoped that this would make his reputation; he brought the draw-

ings to London in  or , and when professional engravers re-

fused to undertake such a complex project, engraved the drawings

himself, finally publishing the Anatomy of the Horse to great acclaim

in . 

“ M R  S T U B B S ,  T H E  H O R S E  P A I N T E R ”

Stubbs must have calculated that the time was right for this move

into the specialized field of depicting horses. The market for horse

painting was ready to be exploited. The genre appeared to be at a

low point, with the Swiss artist André Rouquet in  lamenting

the poor standards in the art: “As soon as a race horse has acquired

some fame, they have him immediately drawn to the life: this for

the most part is a dry profile, but in other respects bearing a good

resemblance; they generally clap the figure of some jockey or other

11



upon his back, which is but poorly done.”6 Among the leading

 practitioners of sporting art, John Wootton (?‒) had given

up sporting art to focus on landscape painting, and James Seymour

(?‒) had died a few years previously. The field was relatively

clear and with his long and unusual experience of anatomical stud-

ies Stubbs was able to bring new and distinctive skills to the art of

painting sporting pictures. 

With his technical precision and intellectual ambition amply

demonstrated by the drawn studies of the Anatomy, Stubbs was able

swiftly to acquire well-born patrons who were, arguably, looking for

something new in the painting of sporting life. In  he was com-

missioned to produce three large canvases of sporting scenes for

Charles Lennox, rd Duke of Richmond (figs. ‒). Still only in his

twenties, the Duke had studied at the progressive university at Ley-

den, been on his Grand Tour (in ), was a member of the scientific

Royal  Society, and had opened his gallery of casts after classical

sculpture in London to art students. He was part of a more youthful

generation of art patrons who were turning away from the collecting

of standard Old Masters towards the promotion of the nascent

“British School” of art. Further significant patrons appeared in the

persons of the rd Duke of Grafton, Lord Spencer, Lord Bolingbroke

and Lord Rockingham, among others. As Francis Russell discusses in

this  catalogue, these men enjoyed close (sometimes intimate) per-

sonal, family and political links, being all landowners and members

of the Whig political opposition; they were also patrons of Joshua

Reynolds, who may well have played a pivotal role in establishing

Stubbs’s reputation. As a wider context for their patronage of an

emerging British artist we could also consider Britain’s involvement

12

 George Stubbs, The rd Duke of Richmond with the Charlton Hunt, 

c. , oil on canvas, .  . cm

Trustees of the Goodwood Collection, Goodwood House, West Sussex
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in the Seven Years’ War (‒) and the upsurge of national pride

and expectation over the course of the conflict. 

Through the s Stubbs became preoccupied with sporting

pictures. He worked mainly for this tightly-knit sporting fraternity

made up of aristocratic landowners, but encompassing also some of

the self-made men of the racecourse such as William Wildman, a

Smithfield meat trader who had risen to fame and fortune through

his investments in racing. Wildman was the initial owner of Gim-

crack, selling the horse to Viscount Bolingbroke before its victory

at Newmarket. When Gimcrack won a further victory at Newmarket

in July , Stubbs was again asked to produce a painting to com-

memorate the event, this time for Viscount Bolingbroke, who either

shared ownership with Wildman or had taken it over. This time,

Stubbs created a more elaborate image, with Gimcrack being rubbed

down while the race he has just won is played out, simultaneously,

on the right hand side of the canvas (fig. ). This is the painting that

sold for a record-breaking price in . When Gimcrack changed

hands again, and was sold to Lord Grosvenor, the image was repro-

duced as an exact replica for this patron (now in the Jockey Club). 

This is a very literal instance of Stubbs repeating himself by

creating a replica of his own picture. There are further instances of

Stubbs producing multiple versions of the same image, sometimes

13

 George Stubbs, The Duchess of Richmond and Lady Louisa Lennox 

Watching Racehorses in Training at Goodwood, c. , 

oil on canvas, .  . cm 

Trustees of the Goodwood Collection, Goodwood House, West Sussex



for reasons which remain unclear. But it is true, also, that the artist

worked with a relatively limited number of pictorial formulae,

which he applied time and time again, albeit with subtly important

adjustments. The recurrence of the Rubbing-down House at New-

market in numerous sporting pictures, including three in this exhi-

bition, is one visible sign of the painter repeating himself, in

compositions which were designed to serve a very similar purpose

for very similar patrons. What Stubbs produced, whether it was for

an entrepreneur like Wildman or the horse owners of inherited for-

tunes like Bolingbroke, was an image of the racecourse as a place of

almost chilling calm. We know from written accounts of horse races

of the time, and other sporting pictures, that this is far removed

from the realities of the racecourse. These were crowded, dirty, noisy

places, where people from across the social classes mixed and 

gambled and played (fig. ). Much of the appeal of horse-racing

seems to have been the social liberties it provided: gentlemen could

parade their mistresses openly, fritter their money away, and watch

and bet on boxing matches and cock-fights. The normal rules that

divided adult from childish behaviour, the wealthy from the worker

were, if only temporarily and partly, dissolved in a maelstrom of

rough activity. Pierre-Jean Grosley, who was in England for a few

weeks in  but still managed to publish a three-volume account of

the country, reported that: “Many gentlemen of fortune ruin them-

selves by these pleasures … I saw, with the utmost astonishment,

how greatly the spectators of all ranks seem to interest themselves in

Cock-fights, which, after all, are no more than children’s play …

There are neither lists nor barriers at these races: the horses run in the

midst of the crowd, who leave only a space sufficient for them to

pass through; at the same time, encouraging them by gestures and

loud shouts. The victor, when he has arrived at the goal, finds it a dif-

ficult matter to disengage himself from the crowd, who congratulate,

caress, and embrace him, with an effusion of heart, which it is not
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easy to form an idea of, without having seen it.”7 Earlier in the cen-

tury, Daniel Defoe had noted the “great concourse of nobility and

gentry” that gathered at Newmarket for the races, but also reported

that “they were all so intent, so eager, so busy upon the sharping part

of the sport, their wagers and bets, that to me they seemed just as so

many horse-coursers in Smithfield, descending (the greatest of them)

from their high dignity and quality, to picking one another’s pock-

ets.”8 So the racecourse was something of a topsy-turvy world, where

the rich acted like wide-boys or played like children, and the poor

had an uncommonly good time. The eighteenth-century racecourse

was a site of what the influential cultural theorist Mikhail Bakhtin

termed “the carnivalesque”, where social norms were suspended and

the world, at least briefly, turned upside down.9

The defining quality of Stubbs’s racing pictures could be said

to be the complete absence of any hint of this “carnivalesque” 

disorder (see cat. nos. , , ). The crowds are simply absent from

the picture frame. His is an abstracted image of the racecourse, ab-

stracted from the realities of the race as a social event, but abstracted

also in its management of a limited repertoire of elements which are

rearranged repeatedly into a series of ‘new’ compositions which all

resemble one another. What we can trace across these canvases is not

really the documentation or commemoration of individual races, or

even particular horses, but a celebration of the power of art to project

an image of order which seems to exist above and beyond specific

circumstances. It was an image that his patrons, as a class, and en-

compassing (a few) of the self-made men of the racecourse as well as

those with inherited wealth, could subscribe to. 

In that sense, Stubbs’s images participate in the ordering and

regulation of racing itself that emerged in this period. By the middle

of the eighteenth century there was increasing concern about the

unruliness and social disruption of races. Laws were passed regulat-

ing gambling more closely, and around  the aristocratic Jockey

Club was established, as a self-elected regulatory body. They intro-

duced a system of jockey’s colours and authorized publications 

documenting race meetings and the genealogies of horses. The race-

course was being rationalized, at once providing increasing amounts

of accurate information for the public at large, and re-affirming the

authority of the aristocratic class. The race meeting might still be a

rough and ready place on the day, but the principles for keeping the

race itself in order were in place. With his paintings, Stubbs (many

of whose patrons were members of the Jockey Club) was similarly

putting his house in order. In his art, as in the printed records and

rules of the races, horses were being ennobled and classified accord-

ing to a highly formalized system.

Stubbs’s images of the sporting world tread an uncertain line

between rarefied aesthetic precision and descriptive bluntness. De-

pending on one’s point of view, they are either exquisite renderings

of natural beauty far elevated above the banal circumstances of their

production, or merciless dissections of optical reality. It is quite pos-

sible, of course, to try to combine, or to waver between, these posi-

tions, and Stubbs’s troubled position in art history, discussed more

fully by Brian Allen in his essay in this catalogue, must suggest that

this has been the case. 

Quite aside from the art-historical questions that would be

raised about Stubbs’s art and the nature of his achievement long

after his death, the artist faced more immediate challenges. This was

a period of much greater formality in the art world. Stubbs’s gener-

ation could only get art training by joining an artist’s studio (at

home or abroad); there was a drawing school in London but this

was very informally run until the s, when an effort, led by artists

including Reynolds, sought royal patronage and stricter organiza-

tion, the end result being the foundation of the Royal Academy in

. This was an institution which Stubbs (like Wright of Derby

and Gainsborough) had a rather “semi-detached” relationship with,

being made an Associate in  and a full Royal Academician in

, but never submitting a painting to the Academy as the repre-

sentative Diploma Work which would have formalized his member-

ship. Stubbs’s support of the rival Society of Artists up to that date

has been read as the demonstration of a degree of antagonism to-

wards the more élitist and rarefied aesthetic values promoted by the

Academy. 
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Nonetheless, we find Stubbs making some efforts to fit in with

contemporary aesthetic demands, particularly as the patronage of

the horse-owning Whigs began to decline through the s. This

was most apparent in the series of images of a horse being attacked

and devoured by a lion. Starting with a huge canvas created for the

Marquess of Rockingham in , Stubbs created a series of paint-

ings and prints depicting a violent encounter between a horse and a

lion that stretched right through to the s (cat. nos. –). It

was a series intended to appeal far beyond the little network of his

sporting patrons, to an audience generated after  by the new art

exhibitions and the print market. With versions of the subject ex-

hibited by Stubbs with the Society of Artists in , ,  and

, the publication of prints after his paintings, his design of a

version of the theme for ceramic plaques created by Wedgwood and

the subsequent incorporation of the motifs into decorative wares by

manufacturers, the ‘Lion and Horse’ was the most enduringly pop-

ular of Stubbs’s creations.

Such works also testify to Stubbs’s awareness that horse paint-

ing, with its lowly history and supposed lack of intellectual content,

was generally looked down upon. Within academic art theory, so

resolutely revived by the creation of the Royal Academy in , the

painting of animals was the lowest rank of the arts. Accordingly,

Stubbs tried repeatedly to become something other than a sporting

artist, even painting a number of subjects from classical mythology.

From among these, only versions of Phaeton attempting to drive the

Horses of the Sun survive, in oil and in Wedgwood, but we know that

he also painted and exhibited large oils of Hercules and Achelous

() and Hercules Saving Dejanira from the Centaur Nessus (),

and a Judgement of Hercules which appeared in his studio sale. If these

paintings had survived, we might be required to adjust our usual as-

sumption that Stubbs absolutely eschewed the idealizing grand

manner which was so strongly associated with the Royal Academy.

The documentary evidence pointing towards the existence of such

pictures must indicate that Stubbs was prepared to tackle the grand

manner on occasion: meanwhile, the fact that so few pictures of this

kind are recorded, must suggest that he considered these efforts un-

successful in one way or another.

E X P A N D I N G  T E C H N I Q U E  A N D  S U B J E C T  M A T T E R

Stubbs extended his repertoire in more obviously successful ways by

establishing a reputation as the prime painter of exotic animal spec-

imens. The arrival of new animals in the country was the occasion

for tremendous public interest in the late eighteenth century. The

first zebra arrived in England in  and was put on show at 
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Buckingham House before touring the country; Stubbs painted its

picture and exhibited it at the Society of Artists (cat. no. ). When

the first moose arrived from Canada in , the anatomist and

physician William Hunter commissioned Stubbs to paint that as

well to demonstrate the distinctness of this species from the extinct

Irish elk (the antlers of which are introduced at the left of the canvas

to make the point) (cat. no. ). The thrill of the exotic stretched

across and brought together the worlds of popular street shows,

 serious science, and the more trite kind of sportsman’s entertain-

ment parading as an experiment in natural history. Stubbs’s art

could operate equally in each context; removed from the context of

their creation, each of these images can be admired in the same way,

for their remarkable attention to the specificities of colour and tex-

ture and physical structure, their ability to monumentalize these

creatures, and to create an evocative natural context for them. In

each case Stubbs’s ability to create an image of factuality, which dis-

qualified him from consideration as a serious artist, is brought into

service in the transformation of nature into a visual spectacle. The

culture of Enlightenment, with its desire to identify, classify and 

reveal, was also a culture of commodification.

Stubbs also branched out into human portraiture, albeit with

limited success, at least as far as one of his most important patrons

in this regard, Josiah Wedgwood, was concerned. The association

with Wedgwood arose through Stubbs’s experiments in painting

with enamel on Wedgwood-manufactured plaques. The artist re-

peated efforts to work with a more permanent medium than oil

paint on a more secure surface than canvas, starting with enamel on

copper (cat. no. ) and expanding to experiments with painting on 

ceramic plaques (cat. no. ). Although the individual paintings

which resulted can be counted among the most brilliant and best-

preserved by the artist, the process was hugely risky and never 

entirely satisfactory. Stubbs’s forays into printmaking, and his use

of print as a creative and original medium, are, as Timothy Clayton

details in this catalogue, a further aspect of the artist’s experimental

outlook. 

The most sustained effort to widen his skills came with the

Haymaker and Reaper images. The pictures were his sole exhibits at

the Royal Academy in , the first of the artist’s works to be shown

with the institution since  (figs. ‒). He exhibited them again, at

the exhibition held in Liverpool by the Society for Promoting Paint-

ing and Design in , and in  the artist announced that the sub-

jects would be among a group of new prints he was planning to

publish. These prints were eventually issued in  (see cat. nos.

‒), and in ‒ he repeated the subjects in three oval enamel

paintings (Haymakers and Haycarting in the Lady Lever Art Gallery,

Liverpool, and Reapers in the Yale Center for British Art, New

Haven). With the Haymakers and Reapers Stubbs was hoping to ad-

dress the wider audience for art that was developing in these years.

Prints of rural scenes, very often using the soft tonalities available

with stipple engraving (the technique used for Stubbs’s  repro-

ductions of these pictures) always sold well. What is important to

note is that these exhibitions and prints were primarily aimed at an
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urban audience. These rural images offered them a mythical, ideal-

ized vision of the countryside as the location of sure and timeless

values and an assurance of the heartiness of country living. 

But where mainstream images of rural labour tended to stress

something of the raggedness of the workers, offering their ragged

clothes as both a confirmation of the “naturalness” of the scene,

and for their “picturesque” interest, Stubbs’s labourers are strikingly

clean and tidy. The men wear buckled shoes and breeches that

would have proved uncomfortable to bend down in, and the

women are fashionably dressed. We know from contemporary ac-

counts that farm labourers might be better dressed than we would

anticipate, and that women who worked seasonally might come on

to the land in the costumes they would normally wear for their

other work, for instance in service, which would have required a 

degree of smartness. But even so, Stubbs’s workers have a clean -

liness that is improbable given the work they are undertaking, and

which certainly does not provide for the sentimental response from

city-dwellers that such imagery was meant to elicit. 

They are, instead, organized into almost mechanical rhythms.

In the Haymakers the workers are organized into a tidy pyramid,

each figure taking up a role in a neat sequence of events; in the

Reapers, they are choreographed into a gently undulating wave of 

activity, with the church spire, and the mounted farm overseer, and

the row of towering, ancient-looking oaks, combining to establish

the presence of the economic, religious and temporal authorities

that ruled over their lives. Both pictures contrive an image of strict

order, perhaps too strict and unreal for contemporary tastes. Stubbs

may have calculated that in a time of rising rural problems, his

urban audience would have wanted to know that agricultural

labourers were sternly disciplined. If so, he miscalculated. 

The original exhibition of the Haymakers and Reapers in 

drew a great deal of criticism. The critic of The Morning Post ( May

) had the quite opposite opinion: “In horses this artist stands

unrivalled; as to his reapers, no injury would have been done to his

fame, had they been entirely omitted. How difficult to persuade a

man to pursue his forte”. While the critic of The Daily Universal Reg-

ister ( May ) praised the artist for “returning to his associated

brethren, and conquering his resentments” by choosing to exhibit

at the Academy after several years, he also noted that “Animals are

the forte of this master; undoubtedly the figures want taste in their

disposition, and the arrangement has too Gothic an appearance”.

“Gothic” here means an antiquated formality, associated with what

we would characterize as pre-Renaissance and Early Renaissance art,

but is also employed more generally to conjure associations with a

dry precision that resulted in a formal awkwardness which fell out-

side academic aesthetic regulations whose proclaimed aim was a

more poetic breadth reflecting the intellect of the painter. The

‘Gothic’ artifice of these scenes meant that if these subjects were an

attempt to address a market, they failed. 

The criticisms of the Haymakers and Reapers in Stubbs’s own

day show that the public and art patrons were simply unwilling to

consider Stubbs as anything other than as a painter of sporting life.

As Brian Allen discusses in the catalogue, Stubbs’s identity as ‘only’

a painter of horses has dogged his art-historical reputation even in

later centuries. But the other criticism contained here, that Stubbs’s

paintings appeared unnatural, may be harder to understand. How-

ever, such accusations towards the artist did appear during that

 period. For instance, a newspaper reviewer responding to a Stubbs

painting of cattle exhibited in  similarly complained that he

thought the picture showed “unnatural, cold and clayey scenes”.10 It

is tempting to overlook such comments or to dismiss them as sim-

ply prejudiced or ignorant. But what we are reminded of here, is

that there is no universal standard of “naturalism” in art, either now

or, certainly, in the eighteenth century. For critics and commenta-

tors who adhered to a more academic definition of painterly real-

ism, one which required natural forms to be refined and idealized

to fit timeless ideals of perfection, Stubbs’s attention to surface de-

tails, to texture and the effects of light, would make his paintings

seem “unnatural”, even ugly and distracting. 

D E C L I N E

So although Stubbs received patronage from the élite, and critical

acclaim in many quarters, there were doubts about the nature of his

art and the limitations of the genre he was most strongly identified

with—sporting painting. The critics and the public repeatedly

showed themselves to be unwilling to consider Stubbs as anything

other than “only” a painter of horses and dogs. 

Given the tendency to see Stubbs as an heroic proponent of

Enlightenment naturalism, defying convention and the need to

make money, it is a little surprising to find him deeply involved in

a commercial art project later in his life. This was the ‘Turf Gallery’,

initiated in . The research of David Oldrey, communicated by

Judy Egerton, has identified the prime movers behind the project as

the principal heirs of Colonel Denis O’Kelly (the owner of the 

famous horse Eclipse).11 The intention was that the gallery would

display paintings by Stubbs of famous horses, attracting subscrip-
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tions for a series of prints of those paintings by Stubbs’s son, George

Townley Stubbs: the original aim was that the series would stretch

to  separate images, accompanied by a text describing the history

of horse-racing. The project was a preoccupation for Stubbs during

the early s. He failed to exhibit at the Royal Academy from 

through to , so when the Turf Gallery finally opened in Con-

duit Street in  the Sporting Magazine welcomed the exhibition

as an opportunity finally to see his works again. There had been a

number of comparable projects over recent years. Most significant

were the various galleries of paintings on patriotic literary and his-

torical themes set up at the end of the s by the publishers John

Boydell, Robert Bowyer and Thomas Macklin, which were similarly

meant to create interest for the sale of prints reproducing pictures

on show there. Although the gallery was warmly welcomed and ex-

tensively covered by the Sporting Magazine, it does not seem to have

gathered much wider interest. It closed in , with only a handful

of the proposed prints published. The explanation offered by

Humphry’s Memoir was that the current war with France had made

the export of prints impossible and the scheme unworkable. But

there may be an indication here, too, of the commercial limitations

of sporting art. While enthusiasts for the racecourse may have taken

an interest in these images, it is not clear that there was a larger mar-

ket of people with more general tastes to support such an ambitious

project.

In the first modern biographical account of Stubbs, by Joseph

Mayer (), it was remarked that it was solely by the presence of

his name on prints found in “old country inns of Yorkshire” that he

was remembered, if at all. Art critics, according to Mayer, knew of

his reputation only as “a man who painted racehorses”.12 Stubbs

was, arguably, never able to escape the sporting world. In  the

young and rakish Sir Henry Vane-Tempest commissioned Stubbs 

to paint his horse, which had won a race for him at Newmarket 
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in March against Joseph Cookson’s Diamond for a huge wager. 

According to contemporary reports, the race was vicious, with both

horses being whipped and goaded until they bled. Hambletonian

won by just half a neck. The resulting, vast painting was exhibited at

the Royal Academy, but was not well received (fig. ). Certainly, the

work drew little comment in the press, the Morning Herald noting,

unusually for this artist, that the human figures were better con-

ceived than the horse which is “calculated to give but a very slender

idea of the superior swiftness of his speed”. For reasons still un-
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known, Vane-Tempest refused to pay the price demanded by Stubbs.

The case went to court, with George Garrard, Ozias Humphry and

the portrait painter Thomas Lawrence presenting evidence on

Stubbs’s side while John Opie and John Hoppner were “very violent

against the claim.”13While Stubbs won his case, the affair may have

damaged his professional reputation, Farington noting shortly after-

wards that when he was asked by a potential patron who might be

suitable to paint his horse “I recommended Garrard, as I concluded

Stubbs wd. be too expensive.”14

Stubbs’s last great project was the series of drawings of dis-

sected tigers, chickens and humans that would provide the basis of

the engravings illustrating a huge work of comparative anatomy,

“shewing the analogy between the Human frame, the Quadruped

and the fowl, giving also an accurate description of the bones, carti-

lages, muscles, fascias, ligaments &c &c (which he intended to have

carried on to the vegetable world).”15 Over  drawings and four

 volumes of text (two in French) survive, revealing the gigantic scale

of the publication he had in mind. The human, the tiger and the

chicken are shown in closely comparable positions, from the front,

from the side and from behind, with their skin, stripped of their skin

and reduced to a skeleton. Quite how the project would have been

extended to “the vegetable world” remains unclear.

Stubbs died in July  without seeing the Comparative

Anatomy published in full. His last words, according to Humphry,

were “I fear not death, I have no particular wish to live. I had indeed

hoped to have finished my Comparative Anatomy eer I went, but

for other things I have no anxiety.”16 A professional artist for some

sixty years, he still appears to have been substantially in debt at his

death, in particular to Lady Isabella Saltonstall. The monies raised

by the sale of his works had to go to her, and the diarist Joseph Far-

ington noted that “It is understood that after Her debt is paid there

will be little left.”17 This may be taken as evidence of personal dis -

interest, of how Stubbs dedicated himself to his art regardless of the

question of making money. But it is more likely an indication of

how the painter struggled to match his skills and interests to a com-

plex and changing marketplace. In the sale of Stubbs’s studio con-

tents the enamels and pictures of exotics sold well, but the more

mainstream Turf Gallery portraits of horses sold badly, and the

prints, which should have served the artist commercially, attracted

little interest.

The Comparative Anatomy should have been Stubbs’s great,

final artistic monument. But the publication of the prints went

largely unnoticed. The idea of examining comparatively the

anatomies of men and animals was very current, but he was by this

date an isolated figure and the images remain, today, strange and

disconcerting. Like Stubbs’s art as a whole, they can certainly be ex-

plained as expressions of a singular artistic vision. His illustrations

propose a complete fusion of the aesthetic and the scientific. Each

figure in the Comparative Anatomy is animated, as if alive, lit and

posed not just as an object of study, but as an object of beauty (figs.

‒). Viewed in historical perspective, this may be a final monu-

ment to the Enlightenment belief in the power of visual experience

to persuade us of truth. The limits of Stubbs’s commercial success,

and the questions raised about his reputation as an artist in his life-

time and since, may, however, indicate something more complex: a

mismatch between his personal artistic ideals, artistic realities, and

the intellectual and aesthetic requirements of, variously, his patrons,

the ordinary consumers of culture, and competing professional

groups. Given the pristine character of Stubbs’s paintings, it may

seem simply wilful or perverse to point to the “failure” of his art.

But it is the “failure” of his art, its strangeness and, from some per-

spectives, incoherence, which has ensured that it has endured and

continues to fascinate.
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STUBBS’S AESTHETICS

Aesthetics? Can it ever be meaningful to talk about aesthetics when

speaking about an artist who is held to be little more than a painter

of horses; a painter who reproduced things exactly as they appeared,

guaranteeing their scientific value in doing so? When confronted

with his paintings is not our impression rather that they are just an

agglomeration of precise observations; that they are a mere cata-

logue of juxtapositions? Why ask about aesthetics anyway? Can that

which has simply been documented have an aesthetic at all?

Regardless of what one’s own opinion might be, today’s con-

cept of aesthetics is not only classical but also idealized. It says that

pictures should be compositionally balanced, but not stiff and lack-

ing in movement. It wants them to tell a story: to have a beginning,

to develop, to reach a climax and to come to an end. They should

have a centre—both in the intellectual as well as in the physical

sense. This spiritual and actual focal point should not, however, be

aligned with the vertical central axis, for placing the said centre in

the middle of the picture effectively impedes any movement. In-

stead, and in accordance with the conventions of reading now es-

tablished in Europe, it should be located slightly off to the right.

Everything else in the picture should relate to it and, in turn, take

its meaning from it. Thus a picture should be composed of both a

super- and subordination, and the depicted should harmonize with

this order as much as is possible. The concept also says that pleasing

pictures develop spatially, are suffused with ambience, and seam-

lessly integrate everything within them.

Admittedly modern art often contradicts these rules. When it

comes to the art of the past, however, we expect the elements which

go to make up a picture to be animated. What is more, the way in

which these components relate to one another not only determines

how we conceive of a painting but also of art. Stubbs’s contempo-

raries thought that his works only fulfilled these requirements in

part. They had a simple reason at the ready to dismiss his work and

one justified entirely by classical theories of art: Mr. Stubbs was no

more than a parrot of nature, and he and his art were to be looked

down upon. This argument was underpinned by the notion that real

art does not just replicate nature as it actually is, but rather shows it

as it should be in an idealized form. This idealized form depends on

a certain understanding of beauty. The artist can take either Aristotle

or Plato as his mentor and either distil an idealized version of

beauty from the wide range available in reality, or be divinely in-

spired and spiritually sensitive to the essence of beauty and apply

this in his work. The first type develops ‘a posteriori’ and is the re-

sult of experience and study. The second comes to the inspired artist

‘a priori’ and is expressed in a creative flush. 

The artist who simply copies, on the other hand, proceeds in a

mechanical, uninspired, unintellectual, and purely manual manner.

Faced with an object, he renders it accurately—like-for-like, no more,

no less—which is to say accurately according to the classical concept.

Perhaps more importantly still, classical theory also promoted a hi-

erarchy of objects and accordingly genres of painting. Closely bound

up with the above notion of beauty, this system of ranking was not

set in stone until surprisingly late, although it had essentially been

applied since the sixteenth century at the latest. The preface to André

Félibien’s Seven Conferences of  documents debates concerning

certain outstanding paintings that took place at the French Royal

Academy of Arts and were led by its president Charles Le Brun.

 Félibien progresses from subjects considered low to those seen as

higher, he moves from the inanimate to the animate, and he grades

them in their importance. Still life is ranked most lowly; indeed the

French term ‘nature morte’ refers expressly to the genre’s lack of life.

Landscape painting, itself also fundamentally static, follows. Next are

depictions of animals, which do little to awaken the interest of the

viewer despite dealing with living things. Only the human being can

do this and the reproduction of a person in a portrait is confirmation

enough that the painter is on the path to higher things. Yet even

where the portrait shows a tendency to improve upon nature, it is

still first and foremost imitation of it, for a portrait is ultimately a

question of resemblance. Accordingly Félibien argues that only the

artist who can undertake the transition from the single figure to the

group of figures holds the key to the door of perfection. This can be
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